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About This Game

Plastiland is a charming handmade puzzle-platformer based on the Lemmings classical gameplay and inspired by The
Neverhood’s art style.

Description

Guide our lovely clay characters through 48 levels of three worlds. Save as many of plastiballs as you can, reach far corners of
each level by transforming them into one of eight roles, like cruncher, crusher, builder, and others.

All you need is clay!

Each level has its own goal to reach and different mechanics to use, like sleeping bombs, scattered additional roles, nullify
zones, and portals. Build your way through each level avoiding its deadly zones like chasms, seas of lava or acid and dead ends.

Plastiland is accompanied by pleasant sound effects and atmospheric music you will surely remember long after playing the
game. Explore the worlds of Plasticinia, Plastipolia and Plastidonia!

Key features

3 handmade plasticine worlds - Plasticinia, Plastipolia and Plastidonia!
Funny clay handmade characters

Lemmings-style mechanics
48 most challenging and beautiful levels
8 funniest roles to change plastiballs into

Different challenging environmental effects
Bonus levels with unexpected mechanics
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Title: Plastiland
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
FreshGem, Zillion Whales
Publisher:
Zillion Whales
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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Its fantastic to see a successful Game based on lemmings
So Many have tried and so many have failed

Plastiland though manages to have all the colour and charm
that made lemmings so addictive yet with its own identitiy
Plastiland is challenging enough to keep people of all ages and IQs scratching their heads
I hope we see this game develop adding more puzzels and more critters to transform into
Perhaps we'll even see the addition of user made content with an integrated puzzle designer
or through the steam workshop

Highly recommended. I bought Plastiland with a coupon and I only recommend it if you buy it on sale \/ with a coupon cause
7,99$ is too much for this game.
Even the Steam Trading Cards are not worth crafting a badge (8 cards needed). Very nice game! Not very complicated puzzles,
very appealing graphics, and I just love the artstyle!!! The light, the colours, and clay artwork itself - all works really nice. A
perfect passtime for a couple of evenings. Hope to see more from the developers of this game in the future!. Plastiland is a lot
of fun. I played every Lemmings game ever made - Plastiland is a lot like Lemmings but without the downside. Too many of the
Lemmings games had levels where timing was critical and clicking at just the right place at just the right time made for
something that went from fun to frustration.

Plastiland isn't like that, the frustration part isn't there. It can certainly be challenging - many of the levels need some thought.
That's not just to get through, but to increase the number of your buddies that get to make it.

The slower pace at first seems a bit placid, but I soon found that it gave me time to think about what to do next without having
to pause. And you can always use the Fast Forward to speed things up.

I don't think you can go wrong with this game. It's like a breath of fresh air. You don't have to kill anybody or anything, you just
have to put on your thinking cap.. Would work better as a mobile game. I can admire the work that went into it I love
claymation, but this just isn't that entertainting I really wanted to love this game as I love lemmings style games but this one just
fell short. They are very cute though!. A nice flashback to the puzzle games of old, especially Lemmings. Here, you turn rolling
blobs into other...things to help him and the rest get to the exit. Artwork is really nice as well.
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good lil game. Absolute trash. Don't spend your money on this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game.. UI is
clunky. The abilities are repeated in a guide on the top of the screen plus in a giant ugly overlay circle. Would probably looks
great on mobile. On PC, I found myself clicking the abilities at the top, just in time to see my little dudes fall off a cliff,
because I clicked the wrong place. Terrible UI pattern. Menus are annoying.

Sound is annoying.

Playing on a 1440p monitor and the background graphics are horribly cut off on every level.

No controller support.

Pacing is pretty slow.

Got this on sale, but it's not worth playing.. Sound-mono \u224811 kHz. Can you fix this? The rest is fine. Make it 44.1 Stereo
16 bit and you'll have my positive feedback.. Lemmings meets Plasticine in PLASTILAND

Great Little game and definatly worth the 4 quid it cost. Only took me about two hours to complete but looks like their is more
content on the way. You can see my play through on the video below.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/fmOlmmlGgCI. This would be better suited as a child's mobile phone game. For me it's boring. The pacing is
slow, the controls are awkward and the music is subpar. I like the graphics, and the game looks unique, but the gameplay doesn't
hold up, sorry.
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